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STONE LAMP



STONE LAMP

 

About

Though perfectly suited as a lamp, Stone provides more than enlightenment to your home. Stone Lamp can be 

placed anywhere and exudes perfectly cosy ambience in the room. The intention of Norm Architects was to create 

soft cosy light with the same effect as candles which could be placed in every corner of the home in order to create 

a cosy atmosphere. With the innovative combination of a grey smoke-tinted glass shade on a ceramic base, the 

lamp stands firm – reflecting the strong Danish tradition, not unlike the Norm studio itself.

 

Design

Norm Architects was founded in 2008. Norm works with residential architecture, commercial interiors, industrial 

design, photography, graphics and art direction. The name Norm signifies the importance of drawing inspiration 

from norms and traditions, within the fields of architecture and aesthetics, having been refined through the centu-

ries. Norm makes a virtue of focusing on quality, durability and timelessness. Their objective is designs applying 

good materials and craftsmanship whilst embodying beauty, traditions and history; and, most importantly, they 

want their designs to outlive fleeting trends.

 

Features and benefits

Functional, minimal, poetic and timeless – with a profound understanding of natural materials and special at-

tention to detail. The ‘candlelight’-like light really makes this lamp special as it provides a very warm and cosy 

type of light. Due to its size, it can be fitted pretty much everywhere in the home where, because of its unique and 

interesting design, it will definitely be a bit of an eye-catcher. The glass being mouth blown speaks for itself - de-

noting very high quality.

 

Material

Dark Carbon grey matt ceramic base and mouth blown smoky glass with an E27 Brass socket.

 

Colours

Black

Size

H: 19 cm, Ø 20 cm
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